
FEYBLESSED WOLFAT FIRST GLANCE,  the  feyblessed  wolf  appears  to  be just  a  magnificent-looking  gray  wolf  with  a distinctive  patch  of  white  fur  on  its  forehead. However, it soon reveals its intelligent nature, as it clearly  understands  Common  and  Elven  (even though it does not speak), and frequently exercises great  cunning,  strategy,  and  sometimes  even humor when interacting with people.  The stories say that for the last few centuries or  so,  the  feyblessed  wolf  has  been  spotted  all across  the  world,  and  frequently  in  the  Feywild, attacking a variety of evils.  Never has more than one  feyblessed  wolf  been  seen  at  any  time,  and many believe that it is a unique creature.  Its true agenda—if it even has one—is unknown.
FEYBLESSED WOLF LOREA character knows the following information with a successful Nature check.

DC  15: The  feyblessed  wolf 's  lair  has  never been discovered.  The majority of sightings of the feyblessed wolf  are  in  elven territories,  and it  is widely  believed  it  has  formed  some  sort  of agreement with the elves to help hide its lair and keep  it  a  secret.   Stories  tell  of  great  treasures stolen from tyrannical kingdoms across the lands that are hidden in its lair.  
DC 20: It is rumored that the feyblessed wolf is a  minor  god,  and  its  pelt,  if  crafted  into  armor, would make its  wearer  invincible,  immortal,  and able to command all wolves.  The ruler of one of the most powerful nations in the world has offered a colossal reward for its pelt.
DC 25: Although the stories say the feyblessed wolf has been around for centuries,  there are no first-hand accounts of it appearing before about a hundred years ago, not even among the long-lived elves and eladrin.

Feyblessed Wolf Level 21 Solo Skirmisher

Medium fey beast 16,000 XP

Initiative +20 Senses Perception +25; low-light vision
Resplendence aura  5;  all  enemies  take  1d8  radiant damage, and all allies gain a +2 bonus to saving throws
HP 1,040; Bloodied 520; see also howl of pain
AC 38; Fortitude 37; Reflex 38; Will 39
Resist 20 necrotic, 20 cold
Immune disease, poison
Saving Throws +5
Speed 10
Action Points 2
[M] Bite (standard; at-will)+28 vs. AC; 2d8+9 damage
[M] Claw (standard; at-will)+28 vs. AC; 2d6+9 damage
[R] Forehead Sigil (standard; at-will) • PsychicRanged 20; +26 vs. Reflex; 2d6+8 psychic damage, plus target is immobilized (save ends)
M · Vicelike Bite (standard; recharge 5, 6)+28 vs. AC; 2d8+9 damage, plus the target is grabbed (until  escape).   The  feyblessed  wolf  cannot  use  any other attacks except for clamping jaws or drag while it has grabbed a creature in its mouth.
M · Clamping Jaws (standard; at-will)If  the  feyblessed  wolf  begins  its  turn  with  a  target grabbed  in  its  jaws,  it  makes  an  attack  against  the grabbed creature: +30 vs. AC; 4d8+9 damage.  Miss: half damage.
M · Drag (standard; at-will)If  the feyblessed wolf  begins its turn with a Medium-sized or smaller target grabbed in its jaws, it makes an attack  against  the  grabbed  creature:  +28  vs.  Fort; 2d4+4  damage,  and  the  feyblessed  wolf  can  shift  5 squares, sliding the target to an adjacent square.
M · Rending Claws (standard; at-will)The feyblessed wolf  makes two claw attacks.   If  both attacks hit the same target, the wolf deals an extra 2d6 damage to the target.
M · Harrying Attack (standard; recharge 5, 6)The feyblessed wolf makes a basic melee attack, shifts 5 squares, and makes another basic melee attack.
C · Thunderous Howl (standard; recharge 6) • ThunderClose  burst  5;  +26  vs.  Fortitude;  2d10+14  thunder damage  and  the  target  is  pushed  5  squares  and knocked prone.



Counterstrike  (immediate  reaction,  when  a  melee 
attack misses the feyblessed wolf; at-will)The feyblessed wolf makes a melee basic attack against the attacker.
Feint (move; at-will)+24 vs.  Reflex;  the feyblessed wolf  can shift  1 square and  gains  combat  advantage  against  the  target  (see below)
Fey Step (move; recharge 6) • TeleportationThe feyblessed wolf teleports 10 squares.
Howl of  Pain (free,  when first  bloodied;  encounter)  • 
HealingThe feyblessed wolf's thunderous howl recharges, and it uses it immediately.  It also gains regeneration 10 while bloodied for the duration of the encounter.
Charging PounceWhen the feyblessed wolf charges, it deals an extra 2d6 damage and knocks the target prone.
UnstoppableThe  feyblessed  wolf  ignores  difficult  terrain  and  can move across any solid or liquid surface.
Combat AdvantageThe feyblessed wolf gains combat advantage against a target  that  has  one  or  more of  the  feyblessed wolf's allies adjacent to it,  or against targets which have not yet  acted  in  an  encounter  if  the  feyblessed  wolf's initiative count is higher than theirs.  If the feyblessed wolf  has  combat  advantage  against  the  target,  the target is also knocked prone on a hit.
Second Wind (encounter)The feyblessed wolf can use its second wind once per encounter as a minor action to regain 260 hit  points and gain a +2 bonus to defenses until the beginning of its next turn.  It has three healing surges per day.
Other Unspecified PowersThis  list  describes  all  the  known  powers  of  the feyblessed wolf; it may possess others.
Alignment Good
Languages understands Common and Elven
Skills Insight +25, Intimidate +21, Stealth +23
Str 21 (+15) Dex 27 (+18) Wis 30 (+20)
Con 24 (+17) Int 20 (+15) Cha 23 (+16)

FEYBLESSED WOLF TACTICSThe  feyblessed  wolf  rarely  fights  intelligent creatures seriously: typically, it will harass a group of  adventurers  before  running  just  far  away enough to avoid getting attacked.However, when forced, the feyblessed wolf will quickly identify spellcasters and attack them first, using forehead sigil to pin them down and harrying 
attack and  fey  step to circumvent other enemies. Whenever it  gets  surrounded, it  uses  thunderous 
howl to  knock  its  attackers  back.   If  the  terrain permits,  it  will  use  vicelike  bite and  drag to  pull enemies into difficult terrain or off of ledges.The feyblessed wolf will not fight to the death; before  completely  annihilating  its  opponents  or being  killed  by  them,  it  will  utilize  other 
unspecified powers to effect an escape.
ENCOUNTER GROUPSThe feyblessed wolf is almost always encountered alone.  However, there was that one time when it fought alongside the eladrin in the Feywild...
Level 23 Encounter (XP 27,200)• 1 feyblessed wolf (level 21 solo skirmisher)• 2 ghaele of winter (level 21 artillery)• 2 bralani of autumn winds (level 19 controller)


